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Abstract
The American Revolution teaches many important lessons concerning the
struggle for freedom and independence. The voluminous record amassed by historians
on the subject focuses on every aspect of the war from the Enlightenment’s influence on
the writings of men like Thomas Jefferson down to the type of buttons worn on the
uniforms of the combatants. The scant attention given to the role of slaves during and
after the conflict belies the critical role these men and women played in shaping its
outcome and defining its true meaning. Moreover, a closer evaluation of the strong
desire to be free present in the slaves, and how they risked their lives to act upon this
desire, may reveal a truer expression of the Enlightenment ideals commonly attributed to
the patriots. Analyzing the response of slaves to the offers of freedom in exchange for
military service made by each side during the American Revolution provides insight into
which offer the slaves viewed as more credible and reflects how British and American
societies were on divergent paths concerning slavery. Their participation as soldiers
during the conflict also exposed certain contradictions in the slave system that forced
both sides to acknowledge their humanity and sharpen the emancipation debate in both
countries.
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Chapter I
On the island of St. John, in the U.S. Virgin Islands, there is a statue of a slave
blowing a conch shell and raising a cane knife signaling the beginning of the slave revolt.
The single word FREEDOM stamped in brass beneath the statue poignantly declares the
purpose of the revolt that began on November 23, 1733. As with most statues, the
projected symbolism is in the eye of the beholder. To some people, the menacing cane
knife would bring to mind the sheer terror, violence and bloodshed that resulted from
slave uprisings. To these people, the slaves’ desire to be free had no higher meaning than
a captive wild animal’s instinctive desire to be free of his chains. To others, the statue is
a proud symbol of the willingness to risk one’s life to defy oppression and tyranny. The
people that view the statue in this light see the slaves as knowing, active participants,
motivated by the same revolutionary ideals that inspired people across the Atlantic world
in their fight for freedom and human dignity.
There is no similar statue in the United States to commemorate the actions of
thousands of slaves who similarly fought for their freedom during the American
Revolution. The United States has been reluctant to highlight the response of slaves
during the American colonies’ quest for independence from Great Britain. However,
their actions, as well as the American and British response, may tell us more about the
real struggle against tyranny and which side offered a better chance for true freedom.
The phrase immortalized during the American Revolution by the Virginia patriot Patrick
Henry “Give me Liberty, or give me Death” may not have sprung from the slave’s
mouths as they ran away from their owners during the war but their actions during the
war in the pursuit of their freedom eclipsed Henry’s rhetoric.

2
During the long bloody struggle between Great Britain and her Atlantic colonies,
both sides conditionally offered African slaves freedom in exchange for military service.
Based on highly publicized events in England like the Somerset Case, which granted
freedom to a runaway slave in 1772, slaves sensed the British were displaying a more
progressive attitude toward the abolition of the slave trade and that British promises of
freedom were more credible. 1 Slaves seized this moment to act on their belief by
overwhelmingly fleeing to the British side. Over the course of the war, both sides
competed for ever larger numbers of slaves and eventually came to the realization,
particularly as the war shifted to the southern mainland colonies, that not only was black
allegiance important, it was a crucial factor in determining the outcome of the war. 2
The trend toward the large-scale use of slaves as soldiers exposed the inherent
contradictions within the slave system and set in motion systemic changes that eventually
led to slavery’s demise in Great Britain and later, by extension, the United States. 3 By
shifting the focus from traditional military and political studies of the Revolution to each
side’s response to the revolution in slave relations that developed during the American
Revolution, a clearer insight emerges into the foundations of freedom and equality for
slaves in each opposing society. However, it is paramount that what drives both sides in
this conflict to seek slave allies is not as much a commitment to emancipation but a basic
acknowledgement of the slave’s unbridled desire for freedom, for without that critical
component, neither side would gain an advantage by allying with the slaves. The
1
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realization that this powerful yearning for freedom could be harnessed into an effective
military weapon contradicted commonly held notions of slave inferiority and timidity and
reveals a truer revolutionary expression of freedom from tyranny.
Slaves consistently tested the limits and boundaries of their condition and the
rebellious environment in the colonies in the years prior to the Revolutionary War
intensified this phenomenon. While war brewed in North America, abolitionists in Great
Britain were gaining ground in the fight to eliminate the curse of slavery and the slave
trade from the empire. A testament to the slave’s ability to understand and act upon
important developments of various abolitionist efforts in the British Empire is seen in two
runaway slave advertisements. In 1773, an advertisement in the Virginia Gazette stated a
slave couple had runaway and were believed to be heading to Great Britain “where they
imagine they will be free (a notion now too prevalent among the Negroes, greatly to the
vexation and Prejudice of their Masters.)” 4 Another similar add from Augusta County,
Virginia in 1774 states,
Run away…from [Gabriel Jones] a Negro man named BACCHUS…He
formerly belonged to Doctor George Pitt, of Williamsburg, and I imagine
is gone there under Pretence of my sending him upon business…he is
cunning, artful, sensible Fellow, and very capable of forging a Tale to
impose on the Unwary…[He] has been used to waiting from his
infancy…He will probably endeavor to pass for a Freeman…and attempt
to get on Board some Vessel bound for Great Britain, from the Knowledge
he has of the late Determination of Somerset’s Case. 5

Who was James Somerset and why did his court case give hope to thousands of slaves
like Bacchus? Examining the events that led to the landmark decision on June 22, 1772,
4
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granting Somerset his freedom lies at the heart of the growing understanding the Great
Britain was in the forefront in the movement to abolish slavery, if not in its empire, at
least on its shores.
James Somerset (the name is spelled multiple ways in the records, i.e. Somerset,
Somersett and Somerseat) was a slave of Charles Stuart, a British merchant and Customs
Officer posted to the Massachusetts colony. Stuart purchased Somerset in 1749 to serve
as his body servant while he was temporarily posted in the Virginia colony. Somerset
served faithfully in that capacity for twenty years. In 1769, Stuart and Somerset returned
to London, England on a lengthy business trip. During his two-year stay in London,
Somerset had more mixed freely with the London blacks in the Cheapside district where
Stuart lived and enjoyed a level of independence he had never known. When informed
that Stuart intended to return to the colonies, Somerset “absolutely refused” to go and ran
away. Captured by slave catchers near Covent Garden in London two months later,
Stuart had Somerset placed in chains on the ship Ann and Mary, currently anchored in the
Thames. Stuart hired Captain John Knowles to transport him to Jamaica and sell him for
the best price. A woman of staunch abolitionist principles who witnessed the capture of
Somerset, Elizabeth Cade, successfully secured a Writ of Habeas Corpus guaranteeing
Somerset a hearing on December 9, where he was held over for trial. 6 The simple fact
that Elizabeth Cade could obtain a Writ of Habeas Corpus on behalf of a runaway slave

6
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against his owner is itself extremely noteworthy and a testament to progressive British
legal practices. This fact did not go unnoticed on in the American colonies. 7
It was at this time that the famous British abolitionist Granville Sharp became
aware of Somerset’s case. Granville Sharp was the son of an Anglican archdeacon and
grandson of the Archbishop of York. Building on this firm religious foundation, he
abhorred slavery above all things. Refusing to even speak the word, he referred to the
practice as the “Accursed Thing.” 8 A minor government clerk by trade, Sharp
determined to make the abolition of slavery his life’s work the day he met the slave
Jonathan Strong in 1765. Strong’s owner, David Lisle, a lawyer from Barbados, had
beaten him about the head with the butt of a pistol so severely that he was nearly killed.
Believing he would probably die, Lisle turned Strong out into the streets. He staggered,
bleeding and partially blinded, to the medical office of Dr. William Sharp, Granville’s
brother. Sharp’s righteous indignation stirred, he assisted his brother in the rehabilitation
of Strong. Once recovered, the Sharp brothers found employment for him. The story
would not be especially noteworthy for this time-period except for the fact that David
Lisle spotted Strong two years later fully recovered and now once again valuable. He
sold Strong to a Jamaican planter named James Kerr. Kerr had Strong arrested and
placed on board a ship headed for the West Indies. Granville Sharp, failing to find
lawyers who believed a case could be won against Lisle and Kerr, brushed up on British
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property law and took the case himself. 9 Sharp skillfully and theatrically argued the case
in front of Sir Robert Kite, the Lord Mayor, and got a verdict against Lisle and Kerr. The
Lord Mayor ruled that no person, slave or free, could be imprisoned without charge.

At

one moment in the trial, the ship’s captain who held Strong, arriving late and unaware of
the verdict, moved forward and grabbed Strong by the shoulder to take him back to the
ship. At that moment, Sharp, with full evangelical flair announced, “I charge you, in the
name of the king, with an assault upon the person of Jonathan Strong, and all of these are
my witnesses.” 10 Strong left the court a free man. After the case, Granville Sharp
possessed the reputation of being abolition’s premier champion in England. This
judgment, although simply a minor ruling by a minor government official, again,
reinforced the perception of British progressivism towards slavery.
Although Sharp worked feverishly on behalf of slaves in England and managed
on occasion to win freedom for other individual slaves, what he really wanted was the
outright abolition of slavery in the British Empire. During his legal research, his
evangelical fervor was aroused and he became convinced that slavery placed on the
British government the “blackest guilt” and was inevitably going to bring the full
retribution of God’s wrath upon the realm. He believed slavery was the antithesis of
English Common Law and was a sin that perpetually stained Great Britain. 11 What he
was seeking in the short term was to have the British courts affirm the idea that once a
slave stepped onto British soil he automatically became free. From now on, gaining
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freedom for individual slave’s on a technicality was no longer enough, what Sharp now
wanted universal freedom granted by English law. 12
The Somerset case appeared to Granville Sharp as just the case to bring about the
monumental verdict. All eyes, from the abolitionists in Britain to the planters in the West
Indian sugar lobby, who actually paid Charles Stuart’s legal fees, watched this case with
serious interest 13. The judicial theatre was unequalled with Lord Chief Justice William
Mansfield, replete with wig and flowing robes, presiding over a packed Westminster
Hall. One of Somerset’s lawyers, Serjeant-at-Law Francis Hargrave, immediately
asserted,
…not merely that negroes become free on being brought into this
country, but that the law of England confers the gift of liberty entire and
unencumbered; not in name only, but really and substantially; and
consequently that Mr. Steuart cannot have the least right over Somersett
the negro, either in the open character of a slave, or in the disguised one of
an ordinary servant. 14

In response to the assertion of the defense that Somerset was legally bought in America,
and therefore legally protected by English property rights, Hargrave explained,
…in our American colonies …slavery may be by captivity or contract as
well as birth; no prescription is requisite; nor is it necessary that slavery
should be in the blood and family, and immemorial. Therefore, the law of
England is not applicable to the slavery of our American colonies, or of
other countries. If the law of England would permit the introduction of a
slavery commencing out of England, the rules it prescribes for trying the
title to a slave would be applicable to such slavery; but they are not so;
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and from thence it is evident that the introduction of such a slavery is not
permitted by the law of England. 15

Another of Somerset’s lawyers, William Davy, cited the very argument Sharp wanted the
court to address when he asserted, “…no man can be a slave in England, the very air he
breathed made him a free man [and] that he has the right to be governed by the laws of
the land” the same as any other subject. 16
The defense, led by John Dunning, countered these arguments with a more
traditional tact of outlining the social chaos that would ensue if slaves and peasants were
unleashed on British society armed with the notion that they were the equals of
gentlemen.
Let me take notice, neither the air of England is too pure for a slave to
breathe in, nor have the laws of England rejected servitude…It would be a
great surprise, and some inconvenience, if a foreigner bringing over a
servant, as soon as he got hither, must take care of his carriage, his horse,
and himself in whatever method he might have the luck to invent…He
tells his servant, Do this; the servant replies, Before I do it, I think fit to
inform you, Sir, the first step on this happy land sets all men on a perfect
level; you are just as much obliged to obey my commands. 17

Dunning tellingly understood however that the tide of public opinion was against him in
this case when he briefly noted, “It is my misfortune to address an audience, the greater
part of which I fear, are prejudiced the other way.” 18
In the end, Lord Chief Justice Mansfield ruled,
The question is, if the owner has a right to detain the slave, for the sending
of him over to be sold in Jamaica…Compassion will not, on the one hand,
15
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nor inconvenience on the other, be to decide; but the law…The state of
slavery is of such a nature, that it is incapable of being introduced on any
reasons moral or political, but by positive law….It is so odious, that
nothing can be suffered to support it but positive law. Whatever
inconveniences therefore, may follow from the decision, I cannot say this
case is allowed or approved by the law of England; and therefore the black
must be discharged. 19

Although the entire verdict was carefully worded by Lord Chief Justice Mansfield not to
grant freedom to all slaves in Great Britain, the verdict did specifically restrict the
forcible sale of slaves out of Britain. Abolitionists in England, and multitudes of slaves
in America like Bacchus, understood that regardless of what the fine print said, a
runaway slave had won a case in court over his master and had been set free. The case,
deservedly or not, was universally celebrated as ending slavery in England. 20 This fact
placed Great Britain in the eyes of slaves as a beacon of liberty from their taskmasters in
America.
News of the ruling made it quickly to America. In response to the news, runaway
slave advertisements in Virginia increased significantly. Two years following the
verdict, runaway slave advertisements in Virginia that specifically mention slaves
running away “to be free” or will “attempt to get out of the country” had more than
doubled from 20 advertisements in 1773, to 56 advertisements in 1774. This is an
important trend away from advertisements that had more commonly mentioned slaves
running away “after punishment,” “to rejoin family” or “after change of owner.” 21 James
Parker, a business associate of Charles Stuart living in Norfolk, Virginia, wrote to Stuart

19
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telling him that knowledge of the Somerset case was common in Virginia. He states, “the
affair of yr. Darned Villain Somerseat came on the carpet” during dinner at the
Governors Palace in Williamsburg, Virginia, in May 1772, and was discussed by
“members of the Council and other distinguished visitors.” 22 An interested party to the
conversation must have been the new Royal Governor, John Murray, 4th Earl of Dunmore
who assumed his office in September 1771.
Lord Dunmore, like Lord Chief Justice Mansfield, would eventually play a big
role in the lives of countless slaves, though he probably never dreamed of such a
possibility that evening as the dinner conversation focused on the “Villain Somerseat.”
Lord Dunmore was, along with Lord William Campbell the Royal Governor of South
Carolina, typical of the numerous minor Scotch nobles of average talent sent by the
British Crown to administer the American colonies. He had demonstrated no special gifts
or vigor as Royal Governor but he would become the one man responsible for adopting
the policy that had the farthest-reaching consequences in the American Revolution.
In the year leading up to the proclamation issued by Lord Dunmore, the slaves
themselves demonstrated that they were not simply pawns in this political struggle but
active agents helping to shape British war policy. Virginia Lieutenant Governor Robert
Dinwiddie noted as far back as the French and Indian War that, “The Villany of the
Negroes on any emergency of Gov’t is what I always fear’d.” 23 The crisis in Virginia in
late 1774 was just such an “emergency.” James Madison noted in November that, “a few
of those unhappy wretches [slaves] met together and chose a leader who was to conduct
22
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them when the English troops should arrive.” 24 Multiple reports of slave uprisings in four
James River watershed counties were reported along with another one in Norfolk.
Williamsburg Quaker Edward Stabler noted, “There hath been many Rumours here of
Negroes intending to Rise.” 25 These events testify to the fact of the ever-present desire
among slaves to be free and their willingness to respond to any opportunity regardless of
the risk. The fact that they faced immediate death if they failed, many times by being
burned alive, only adds to their remarkable commitment to be free at any cost. Historian
Gary Nash states,
White Revolutionaries talked about their taking “a leap in the dark,” by
which they meant a courageous venture against seemingly insurmountable
odds as they pitted a desire for independence against tyranny-minded,
overpowering English government. For African-Americans, the leap into
the dark was even bolder, so outlandish in its presumption that the distant
shore of freedom could be reached that we can only marvel after more
than two hundred years that men and women of dark skin even tried. 26

By April 21, 1775, a group of slaves actually approached Lord Dunmore and told him
they were ready to “take up arms” in defense of the King. 27
The crisis leading to the official announcement of his famous proclamation began
when Lord Dunmore removed gunpowder from a powder magazine in Williamsburg so
that rebel forces could not seize it if a general rebellion began. Prior to this move, he had
intimated to outspoken patriots that he would use any force available to him, including
slaves to put down a rebellion. Instead of intimidating the patriots, it galvanized all
rebellious factions in Virginia into a single force determined to stop this local British
24
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official from inciting a general slave revolt. 28 Dunmore, realizing rebellion was all but
certain, retreated to the safety of the British warship HMS Fowey anchored off
Yorktown. From here he raised the King’s Standard as he issued the following
proclamation,
I do require every Person capable of bearing Arms to resort to His
Majesty’s standard or be looked upon as Traitors to his Majesty’s Crown
and Government…And I do hereby declare all indentured Servants,
Negroes and others free that are willing and able to bear Arms, they
joining His Majesty’s Troops as soon as may be, for the more speedily
reducing this Colony to a proper sense of their Duty to His Majesty’s
Crown and Dignity. 29

The impact of this announcement, although not without some foreshadowing, was
electric. George Washington stated,
If that man [Dunmore] is not crushed before spring, he will become the
most formidable enemy America has; his strength will increase as a
snowball by rolling; and faster, if some expedient cannot be hit upon, to
convince the slaves and servants of the impotency of his designs. 30
Thomas Jefferson stated that the proclamation “raised our country into perfect frenzy.” 31
The General Assembly of Virginia announced on December 14, 1775 a counter
declaration that promised death without “benefit of clergy” to any slaves “deluded by his

28
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[Dunmore] base and insidious arts.” 32 A British commander noted that Dunmore’s
proclamation “has Startled the Insurgents.” 33
It is worth noting that Lord Dunmore’s action in issuing his proclamation
represented a trend of utilizing slave labor for military purposes and did not signal a
radical departure. Even before the war, British officials openly discussed the strategy of
using the vast enslaved population in the Americas to suppress any future rebellion. In
1774, William Draper, upon returning to London after an extensive tour of the American
colonies, published a pamphlet claiming that granting “freedom to their Negroes” was the
best option for suppressing a rebellion in America. According to Arthur Lee, a Virginian
living in London at the time, the proposal met with the “approbation of ministerial
People.” British General Thomas Gage, commanding troops in Massachusetts, claimed
with some foreshadowing, that the move would be particularly effective in South
Carolina because of its large slave population. In 1775, British Captain John Dalrymple
of his Majesty’s 20th Regiment proposed a grand diversion in the southern colonies, of
which Lord Dunmore’s slave forces would be a part, to aid General Sir William Howe’s
operations in the North. Thus, while Lord Dunmore’s proclamation was shocking to
many people when it actually became policy, it was hardly a new or novel idea. 34
The slaves, for their part, responded with overwhelming enthusiasm and numbers
that surpassed even the most optimistic predictions. 35 Advertisements for slaves
“runaway to Dunmore” filled the Virginia Gazette newspaper for months after the
32
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proclamation. On March 3, 1776, an advertisement appeared for three slaves that were
heard declaring their “resolution to spend the last drop of their blood in lord Dunmore’s
service.” 36 Another runaway advertisement placed by Edmund Ruffin stated that four of
his slaves are “in lord Dunmore’s service.” 37 A curious advertisement that testifies to the
far-reaching impact of Dunmore’s proclamation appears on July 12, 1776. A slave was
captured in route to join Lord Dunmore who
…cannot or will not tell his master’s name, but denies having any in this
country; as well as can be understood, that his name is ABRAHAM; that
he was sent here in a ship with many others from Barbados, by his master
there, to fight for lord Dunmore…. 38
What was particularly striking about the response was the large groups of slaves from
specific plantations and the numbers of women and children. For example, the eightyseven slaves, that comprised the entire workforce from the plantation of John Willoughby
in Norfolk County, escaped in one group to Lord Dunmore and was not atypical. 39 One
individual list of slaves that escaped to Dunmore included: twenty-one women, twentythree girls under sixteen, sixteen men and twenty-seven boys. A half dozen of the
women had babies in their arms. Usually runaway slaves were young single men with no
family ties to leave behind or small groups seeking friends or relatives in another area. 40
The fact that women would run with small children was a testament to their strong belief
that the chances of freedom with the British were real. In all, at least 800 male slaves of
fighting age reached Dunmore by the spring of 1776. The total of women and children in

36
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addition to this figure at least triples their number and does not account for the hundreds
of slaves caught, like Abraham, by patrols in route to Dunmore. 41
Dunmore wasted no time in organizing and equipping 300 of these men into a
force known as Lord Dunmore’s Ethiopian Regiment. Ever since his flight to the H.M.S.
Fowey and the issuance of his proclamation, rebel forces had been gathering in the
Norfolk area to oppose him. Upon receiving news that a militia contingent from North
Carolina was en route to reinforce the gathering Virginia militia, Lord Dunmore decided
that a preemptive strike against the Carolinians would buy him some needed time and
prevent the two forces combining into a potentially overwhelming force. An obvious
strategic place to attack the rebels was at a place called Great Bridge roughly twenty
miles south of Norfolk. The bridge crossed the Elizabeth River and, because it was
surrounded on both sides by a large impassable marsh, it caused a natural choke point
where resolute defenders might hold off a larger force. Unfortunately for Lord Dunmore
and his men, the Carolinians reached the bridge first and strongly fortified the southern
end of the span with breastworks thereby gaining the tactical advantage Dunmore had
sought. Instead of retreating to more suitable ground, and against the advice of
experienced British commanders on the ground such as Captain Samuel Leslie, Dunmore
proposed assaulting the breastworks. The assault was to commence with a diversionary
attack on the flank of the breastworks, led by two companies of black troops. This
maneuver was designed to draw men out of the fortified position so that the main frontal
assault would only face half of the defenders. Due in part to faulty intelligence as to the
strength of the defenders, gained from a spy acting as a double agent, Lord Dunmore
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believed he well outnumbered the Carolinians and would easily rout them from their
position. 42
On the morning of December 9, 1775, 250 untrained black troops in scarlet
British uniforms, the words “Liberty to Slaves” emblazoned upon the breast of each
soldier, 43 marched toward the waiting muskets of the Carolinians. As the men moved
forward, holding muskets given to them by the British to use against their former masters,
their thoughts and emotions must have been overwhelming. For many of them, this must
have been the first real feeling of being a free man that only those who have been slaves
can appreciate. Tragically, the moment was fleeting. As the men closed to within fifty
yards, the rebels unleashed a volley that shredded the Ethiopian Regiment. An American
opposing the Ethiopian Regiment stated the men fought with the “intrepidity of lions.” 44
The blacks, along with British regulars and Loyalist militia, took a fearful pounding.
Many, including several brave young British officers, were killed within fifteen feet of
the breastworks.

One British officer who witnessed the battle stated it was,

a vast effusion of blood, so dreadful it beggars description, a scene when
the dead and wounded were bro’t off that was too much; I then saw the
horrors of war in perfection; worse than can be imagin’d ten and twelve
bullets thro many; limbs broke in two or three places; brains turning out.
Good God, what a sight! 45
Of the regular British force engaged, seventeen were killed and forty-nine were gravely
wounded. The unofficial report, which included the Ethiopian Regiment, reported an
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additional eighty-five killed and wounded. 46 Many former slaves, after witnessing the
carnage at Great Bridge, learned the grave lesson that freedom from slavery might mean
a violent death in the British Army.
With the defeat at Great Bridge, Lord Dunmore evacuated Virginia ceding the
colony to the insurgents. Although his effort to put down the rebellion by offering
freedom to slaves was unsuccessful in the short term, it created a tangible example of
Britain’s promise of freedom to slaves in exchange for military service. That bond of
trust would be responsible for thousands of additional slaves flocking to the British
standard throughout the course of the war. The unwavering determination the slaves
displayed in responding to Lord Dunmore’s proclamation illustrated the fact that slave
manpower could be molded into a formidable weapon by the British Crown and
ultimately be the key to the successful prosecution of the war. The question that
remained was whether the British would seize the opportunity soon enough and on a
scale great enough to affect the outcome of the war.
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Chapter II
In February 1778, General Sir William Howe dutifully signed his letter of
resignation as Commander-in-Chief of British forces in the American colonies. Weary
from three frustrating years of combat against remarkably resilient rebel forces in New
York and New England, and tired of squabbling with Secretary of State, Lord George
Germain, who he believed was attempting to pen the blame of British failure in America
on him, Howe turned over command to General Sir Henry Clinton. 47 The new
commander faced the daunting task of resurrecting flagging British military fortunes still
reeling from the devastating loss at Saratoga last October and now stunned by the news
that France had now officially joined the rebellious colonies thereby turning this regional
conflict into a world war. 48
Early British war policy focused primarily on the northern colonies, the hotbed of
protest and discontent over British mercantile policies, in the belief that once the
rebellion was defeated there, the other colonies would quickly return to their proper sense
of loyalty to the British Crown. 49 However, due to the challenges now posed by France
and the military stalemate in the northern colonies, Clinton sought a new strategy to
defeat the rebellious northern colonies. He now looked to the southern colonies, a region
heretofore largely neglected by the British but pregnant with intriguing possibilities.
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Many factors supported a campaign in the southern colonies. Lord Germain,
along with many other top British officials, long recognized the vulnerability of the
South. Based on the understanding that, in 1775, slaves outnumbered the white
population of South Carolina 104,000 to 70,000, 90% of whom lived in the lowcountry
region along the coast, slaves could provide the key to subduing the colony. 50 Based on
this crucial divide, along with the perceived notion of a large repressed white Loyalist
population waiting to be rescued, Germain believed the time was right to exploit these
advantages. He wrote to Clinton,
the war must be prosecuted upon a different Plan from That upon which it
has hitherto been carried on…it is the King’s intention that an Attack
should be made upon the Southern Colonies, with a View to the Conquest
& Possession of Georgia & South Carolina…. The various accounts we
receive from those Provinces concur in representing the distress of the
inhabitants, and their general disposition to return to their Allegiance. 51

Germain was concerned that the war had stopped traditional trade between the southern
colonies and the British West Indies and therefore halted the main provision source for
British troops there. Occupying the southern colonies would reestablish this vital source
of supply. He was also aware of the economic value of the southern provinces
themselves. Finding sources of revenue had never been more critical and the colonies of
South Carolina and Georgia alone in the prewar years brought in more than £630,000 to
the Crown’s coffers annually. One Treasury Department official, Charles Jenkins,
conceded the British might lose a few colonies during the war and that it was wiser to
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sacrifice the rebellious New England colonies and save the southern colonies because of
their greater economic value. 52
Critical to the success of the so-called “Southern Strategy” was procuring
adequate manpower to meet all of the strategic, logistical and tactical requirements of
offensive combat operations. Even though the British Army enjoyed some numerical
advantages over the Patriot forces, as well as superior training and equipment, France’s
entry into the war meant that these British forces would be stretched to the breaking
point. Finding a sufficient number of troops to begin an offensive campaign of this scale
required creating new sources of soldiers. Clinton, heavily influenced by numerous
reports from loyal officials in the southern colonies, believed that Loyalists in the South
outnumbered the rebels and would prove invaluable as militia and occupation troops.
Typical of these optimistic reporters of overwhelming Loyalist sentiment in the South
was the Royal Governor of North Carolina Josiah Martin. Martin claimed that with only
minimal resources provided by Britain, loyalists could “reduce to order and obedience
every colony to the southward of Pennsylvania.” 53
One key area from which Clinton sought support was from the thousands of
slaves that worked on plantations in and around the main area of operations in Georgia
and South Carolina. Slaves had shown their potential as soldiers to the British in the
Americas during the French and Indian War. They were currently showing their value as
soldiers in the Caribbean and being relied upon more and more by the British to oppose
the French and to mollify white sugar planters by keeping down the threat of slave revolt
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in the West Indies. 54 The overwhelmingly positive slave response to Lord Dunmore’s
proclamation in 1775, gave Clinton reason to be optimistic about a similar response from
slaves when he began operations in Georgia and South Carolina. Effectively controlling
these manpower resources was critical to the success of the southern strategy because it
not only strengthened the British but it simultaneously weakened the rebels by denying
them the labor force that produced food and cash crops for their war effort. 55
In order to reinforce the understanding among the slaves that Britain would offer
freedom to slaves who fought for the British, Clinton issued what became known as the
Philipsburg Declaration. Before leaving Philipsburg, New York, for the campaign in the
South, he wrote,
I do most strictly forbid any Person to sell or claim right over any Negroe,
the property of a rebel, who may take refuge with any Part of this Army;
And I do promise to every negroe Who shall desert the Rebel Standard,
full security to follow within these lines any Occupation which he shall
think proper. 56

Because of political and economic concerns of the powerful West Indian sugar lobby at
home, and the vital support of wealthy slave owning Loyalists in the colonies, Clinton did
not have a mandate to free all slaves in the colonies and had to strike a delicate balance
between utilizing escaped rebel slaves and returning loyalist slaves. Making that
distinction proved difficult as tens of thousands of slaves subsequently poured into
British ranks. The duality of freeing some slaves and returning others to slavery ran
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contrary to perceived emancipation ideals attributed to the British Army during this
struggle and frustrated both slaves and abolitionist minded British soldiers alike. Noble
intentions and abolitionist sentiment in Britain only went so far when faced with the stark
reality of a bitter war whose outcome still hung in the balance and it forced hard choices
to be made. In the end, Loyalist support, not slave support, was deemed too critical to the
overall success of the campaign to risk alienating the white Loyalists with a general
emancipation. Indeed, a lack of foresight, deceptive intelligence as to the actual strength
of the Loyalists and a lack of a comprehensive plan regarding the use of slaves were
major weaknesses that ultimately resulted in the failure of the southern strategy and
consequently the war. 57 As the valuable service the slaves provided to the British shows,
had the British given the slaves their total support instead of the Loyalists, the outcome of
the war would likely have been markedly different. 58
The campaign for the southern colonies began when Clinton dispatched
Lieutenant Colonel Archibald Campbell to Savannah, Georgia in November 1778.
Georgia was deemed the weakest colony in America and a natural place to begin a
conquest of the southern colonies. The tiny Georgia population, numbering only 40,000,
half of whom were African slaves, was surrounded by Loyalist East Florida to the south
and hostile Creek Indians to the west. The rebel leaders of the colony were divided as to
who was in command and over the best strategy to defend the colony. In fact, the
leadership was so divided, two of its commanders, Button Gwinnett, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, and General Lachlan McIntosh, appointed leader of
Georgia’s military by the Continental Congress, fought a duel. The duel resulted in
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Gwinnett’s death on May 19, 1777, and McIntosh being briefly posted out of the colony
to General Washington’s army. 59
Campbell arrived by ship off Tybee Island, Georgia, at the mouth of the Savannah
River on December 23. Although the force under his command was small, numbering
roughly 3000 troops, it was composed of confident battle tested troops like the 71st
Highland Regiment, who in all of their engagements in America had only been defeated
once. 60 Campbell planned to proceed upriver to a point south of Savannah, land his
troops, engage any rebel troops and capture the city. From this base, it would be possible
to move inland and gather Loyalist support before striking into South Carolina. He stated
in a letter to Governor Tonyn of East Florida and Brigadier General Augustine Prevost
that
I mean by a rapid movement to take Possession of the Town of Savannah,
and after establishing myself there, to pursue such other Measures …for
executing the Service…which I have the Honour to be employed…By the
latest Intelligence from the back Countries there is Reason to believe, a
considerable Body of Loyalists are happily disposed to join the Royal
Standard. To encourage that laudable Spirit…it is my Intention…to move
troops as far up the Country as the Enemy will admit…along the
backwoods of Georgia even as far as the Frontiers of South Carolina. 61

Facing Campbell was Major General Robert Howe, from North Carolina, who
had soundly defeated British forces at the Battle of Great Bridge in Virginia, which
included Lord Dunmore’s Ethiopian Regiment. However, since his victory over
Dunmore, he had only been involved in several poorly organized and coordinated
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campaigns in Georgia. He had recently become embroiled in the same type of political
jealousy and infighting that plagued the Georgia military leadership. Howe had actually
been relieved from command pending his replacement. 62 He was nonetheless a
competent soldier and when he was advised British forces were approaching, he
resolutely prepared to meet them. Under his command were 854 men comprised from
small independent commands from South Carolina and Georgia. His men were, for the
most part inexperienced militia and found themselves up against some of the best British
troops in America. However, they would at least be well entrenched and under
competent command. 63
From his position at Tybee Island, Campbell sent light infantry scouts from the
71st regiment upriver to gather intelligence about the rebel forces and their disposition.
He states,
At eight o’Clock at Night, Sir James Baird with his Company of Highland
Light Infantry, was detached with two flat Boats, up through the Creeks of
Tybee and Wilmington, with a View to pick up some of the Inhabitants for
the purpose of ascertaining the State, Disposition, and Strength of the
Rebels at the Town of Savannah. 64

A slave named Peter was taken by the scouts who subsequently reported to Campbell that
The Rebel Forces in Georgia consisted of 2 Brigades of Regulars…and
600 Militia, making in all about 1800 Men…that another Reinforcement
was hourly expected from South Carolina. That the Enemy had ten Brass
Field Pieces; and that 3 Galleys shut up the Savannah River a few Miles
below the town. 65
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Whether Peter was trying to deceive the British concerning the strength of the colonials
or was honestly making his best guess as to their strength is not known but now Campbell
knew where the rebels were, that they were digging in and that they intended to fight. 66
Based on this information, Campbell landed his forces at Brewton’s Bluff, roughly two
miles south of the city and marched inland. After skirmishing at Girardeau’s plantation,
Campbell moved forward a mile and occupied Royal Governor James Wright’s rice
plantation. From this location, Campbell could observe the rebel trenches on high ground
outside of Savannah. He states,
Having climbed a Tree of considerable Height on the Left of the Light
Infantry, I was enabled to discover that the Rebel Army were formed on a
level Piece of Ground, across the Savannah Road, with their Front towards
the West, their Right to Tatnel’s House joining a thick Wood, which
stretched several Miles thence to the Southwards, and their Left was
nearly extended to the rice Swamps on the South east Quarter. 67

About 100 yards in front of the trenches was a “marshy Rivulet” with a wooden bridge
across its width. According to Campbell, this “Bridge was in Flames, and two small
Divisions of Rebel Marksmen were advanced to Prevent the fire from being
extinquished.” 68
Believing the colonials had 1800 men skillfully entrenched on high ground that
would inflict fearful casualties on his men in any attempted frontal assault and could
quite possibly jeopardize his whole campaign, Campbell carefully pondered his next
move. At that moment, a slave from Governor Wright’s plantation, named Quamino
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Dolly, approached Campbell and told him of a hidden path through the swamp on the
right flank of the rebels that led behind the entrenchments. He states,
A confidential Slave from Sir James Wright’s Plantation informed
me…That 600 Militia were posted on the Ogichee Road new to the New
Barracks, and after many Questions, I found that he could lead the Troops
without Artillery through the Swamp upon the Enemy’s Right. From this
important Intelligence I determined that the Light Infantry should make an
Impression upon the Enemy’s Right, while I should in person attack the
Rebel Line in Front with the 1st Battalion 71st and the Hessian Regiment of
Welworth. 69
Campbell immediately ordered 350 men of his crack Light Infantry Corps, commanded
by Sir James Baird, to follow Dolly down this hidden path. He then deployed his
remaining force in front of the rebels. The main frontal assault began moments after
Baird’s men began firing and crushing the exposed rebel right flank. On that signal, 437
men of the 71st Highland Regiment and 442 men of the Welworth Hessian Regiment,
supported by artillery, stepped off and quickly closed the distance to the colonial line.
As the spectacle of battle-hardened Scottish highlanders and Hessian regulars
approached, with bagpipes and well-aimed artillery piercing the air, the inexperienced
rebel militia began to run. Howe officially ordered a general retreat that was already well
underway. 70
With the aid of two slaves, the British southern strategy was off to a brilliant start.
Without slave assistance, Campbell could have stumbled blindly into a bloodbath that
could have cost hundreds of valuable lives, given hope to the insurgents, and seriously
jeopardized his ability to take or hold Georgia. As it turned out, Campbell captured 48
cannons, 23 mortars and howitzers, and 817 muskets along with all of the foodstuffs,
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fodder, ships and other valuable supplies and equipment that usually results from too
hasty a retreat from a major city. Campbell only suffered 7 killed and 17 wounded
compared to 550 colonials dead, wounded and captured. 71 The former slaves that had
attached themselves to Lieutenant Colonel Campbell’s army continued to help out the
British as Campbell moved his forces inland.
Campbell lists another example of the continued assistance to the British provided
by former slaves two days after the Battle of Savannah. On January 1, 1779, Campbell
states
When the Light Infantry had got nearly opposite to Zubly’s Ferry, our
Scouts brought me Intelligence, that the Rebels were carrying off a large
Body of Negroes to Purisburgh in South Carolina, which belonged to the
Loyalists of Georgia. The Light Infantry pursued with utmost Dispatch
but the Rebels got over the River before it was in my power to come up
with them…To a Confidential Mulatto, who had attached himself to me
after the Action at Savannah, I gave a Musket, and sent him forward with
a number of Negroes to the Bank of the River to call out to the Rebels for
God’s Sake to send over the Boats and save his Master’s Slaves from
falling into the hands of the King’s Troops. 72

The strategy worked and the former slaves acting for the British were able to get the
Continental troops to come back for them. Campbell declared, “the Rebel Boats came
over, and Captain Campbell with infinite Alacrity, and without the Loss of a Man, took
83 Negroes in Sight of General Lincoln….” 73 The slave’s contributions to the southern
strategy to this point had been crucial, but their assistance was only just beginning to be
felt.
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With the British firmly established at Savannah and rebel forces on the run
throughout the colony, the slaves in Georgia, and lower South Carolina, now had their
first real opportunity to demonstrate their desire for freedom. The colony’s slave owners
had long feared a British presence in the area would mean the loss of the slave property.
John Lewis Gervais wrote the leader of the Continental Congress, Henry Laurens, that,
“If the Ennemy unfortunately got possession of Savannah, there will be an absolute
necessity in my Opinion to withdraw the hands from those plantations.” 74 These fears
were well founded because within days of the British capture of Savannah blacks began
flocking to British lines. South Carolinian Nathaniel Hall reported that after Savannah
fell, “Thirteen of my Negroes have run away, and are gone over to the Enemy.” Another
plantation owner from Georgia announced “near 50 Negroes” of his had run away to the
British. Oliver Hart noted that since the British had arrived in Savannah, “Negroes in
Abundance” had joined the redcoats from surrounding plantations along with “some
hundreds” more from South Carolina. 75 Historian Gary Nash notes that when
considering slave defections to the British it is important to remember that, many slaves
did not flee their masters. Their decision, according to Nash, reflects proper “prudence,
caution, fear and realism.” He states that among this group one must count “children too
young to make any kind of move, pregnant or suckling women”, as well as disabled and
elderly slaves that stood a poor chance of survival following the British Army. Yet, he
notes, that anytime the British were near slaves could have fled “from” the British instead
of “toward” them. The fact that “tens of thousands” of slaves chose the uncertain future
of joining an army at war demonstrates that the thirst for freedom was so strong that
74
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slaves were willing to risk any hardship for the possibility that they or at least their
children would have a better life. 76
The need for slave labor on a massive scale became evident when a combined
Franco-American force gathered, bent on recapturing Savannah in September 1779.
American General Benjamin Lincoln, along with a mixed contingent of 1000 regulars
and militia, had been unable to dislodge the British from Georgia and anxiously awaited
the arrival of a 52 ship French armada commanded by Vice Admiral Charles Comte
d’Estaing. The Americans were now receiving the tangible results of France’s entry into
the war and were moving quickly to counter the British threat to the southern colonies.
The British, now commanded by General Augustine Prevost in Savannah, had spent the
summer marching through the coastal heat in abortive attempts to capture Augusta,
Georgia and Charlestown, South Carolina. Due to his offensive mindset he had neglected
fortifying the city of Savannah against attack and its defenses were unchanged from when
the rebels occupied the city last December. Prevost now began to use the advantage in
manpower that the massive slave defections afforded him. 77
Prevost employed more than 600 of the most capable slaves to digging trenches,
building palisades, ramparts, redoubts and sharpening abatis. Even more significantly,
because he now faced a combined attacking force of well over 7000 troops, Prevost took
the bold step of arming several hundred former slaves, to bolster the British ranks. 78
Critical to the success of the defense of the city was a relief column of 1000 British
soldiers, commanded by Colonel James Maitland, on a forced march from Beaufort,
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South Carolina. Because all of the main waterways approaching Savannah were blocked
by French ships, Maitland was cut off, and unable to aid Prevost. Once again, slaves
assisted the British by showing Maitland a water route, known only to “bears, wolves and
runaway Negroes.” 79 Because of this help, Maitland arrived in time to play a critical role
in the defense of Savannah.
When the Franco-American attack against British occupied Savannah began in the
early dawn hours of October 9, 1779, they encountered a complex, 5-layered network, of
defensive trenches designed by British engineer Captain James Moncrief. Later, General
Henry Clinton would describe Moncrief as “an engineer who understood his business.” 80
Not mentioned by Clinton, was the skill of the 600 African slaves who completed the
complex design to perfection. The elite French chasseur and grenadier companies who
spearheaded the main assault against the Spring Hill redoubt at Savannah were broken on
these defenses and the entire assault failed to breach the lines at any point. In the
aftermath of the devastating defeat, General Prevost singled out Captain Moncrief’s
contribution by saying, “All I can express will fall greatly short of what this gentleman
deserves.” 81 Prevost, in a rare acknowledgement of dedicated African service stated,
“they certainly did work wonders in the working way and in the fighting they really
showed no bad countenance.” 82 The African slaves that joined the British forces at
Savannah demonstrated their skill and courage under fire and proved a valued and trusted
ally. Insightful British commanders, based on all of the first hand evidence gathered
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concerning the usefulness of slaves in the taking and defending of Savannah, should have
sought a wider emancipation and implementation of African slave soldiers.
One American who fought at the Battle of Savannah and witnessed the effective
utilization of slave labor was Colonel John Laurens of South Carolina. Laurens’ father
was a wealthy, influential South Carolina plantation and slave owner, as well as a skilled
politician. He succeeded John Hancock as President of the Second Continental Congress
and served from November 1777 to December 1778. His son John received a liberal
education in Europe and was more progressive than his colonial contemporaries on the
subject of slavery. Once in a debate at the beginning of the war Laurens stated,
I think we Americans, at least in the Southern Colonies, cannot contend
with a good Grace, for Liberty, until we shall have enfranchised our
Slaves. How can we whose Jealousy has been alarm’d more at the Name
of Oppression sometimes than the Reality, reconcile to our spirited
Assertions of the Rights of Mankind, the galling abject Slavery of our
negroes….If as some pretend…the Culture of the Ground with us cannot
be carried on without African Slaves, Let us fly it as a hateful Country,
and say ubi Libertas ibi Patria [where Liberty is there is my Country]. 83

While serving on General Washington’s staff in January 1778, Laurens had witnessed
Rhode Island tacitly fill two under strength battalions of infantry with slaves and free
blacks. Sensing that in desperation the Continental Army was softening its stance of
prohibiting slaves from fighting in the army, and after just witnessing their value fighting
for the British at Savannah, he was now certain that the time was right to introduce a
proposal for arming slaves in South Carolina and Georgia against the British. Besides the
obvious benefit to the war effort, Laurens’ plan had two humanitarian goals. First, it
“would advance those who are unjustly deprived of the Rights of Mankind to a State
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which would be a proper Gradation between abject Slavery and perfect Liberty.”
Therefore, serving as soldiers would be a crucial preparatory step toward full citizenship.
Second, slaves being used to strict discipline “would have one very crucial qualification
of soldiers.” Laurens believed the life of a soldier would refine the behavior of slaves
and not make them prone to revolt once armed as many opponents claimed. 84
After discussing the proposal with his father, Henry Laurens rejected the idea
based on the typical paternalistic planter notion that the slaves were happy and that
subjecting them to the battlefield “where loss of Life & Limbs must be expected by every
one every day” was “the highest cruelty.” 85 Henry persisted in his objection in
subsequent letters because of his inability to see slaves as agents capable of action in any
area except self-preservation and self-interest. He stated,
upon what ground of justice will you insist upon their inlisting for
Soldiers, as the condition of their infranchisement? If they are free, tell
them so, set them at full Liberty, & then address them in the Language of
a recruiting Officer to any other free Men. 86
John did not back down and countered that “I am tempted to believe that this trampled
people have so much human left in them, as to be capable of aspiring to the rights of men
by noble exertions, if some friend to mankind would point the Road, and give them a
prospect of Success.” Responding to his father’s somewhat condescending tone, he
stated, “I hope that my plan for serving my Country and the oppressed Negro-race will
not appear to you the Chimara of a young man deceived by a false appearance of moral
beauty, but the laudable sacrifice of private interest to Justice and the Public good.” 87
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Laurens’ plan had some influential friends. Alexander Hamilton, who would one
day lead black Rhode Island troops at Yorktown against the British, wrote to John Jay in
Congress stating,
Col. Laurens, who will have the honor of delivering you this letter…on a
project which I think…is a very good one, and deserves every kind of
support and encouragement. This is to raise two, three or four battalions
of negroes, with the assistance of the government of that State [South
Carolina] by contributions from their owners, in proportion to the number
they possess…I have not the least doubt that the negroes will make very
excellent soldiers with proper management…(for their natural faculties are
probably as good as ours) joined to that habit of subordination which they
acquire from a life of servitude, will make them sooner become soldiers
than our white inhabitants…An essential part of the plan is to give them
their freedom with their muskets. This will secure their fidelity, animate
their courage, and I believe, will have a good influence upon those who
remain, by opening a door to their emancipation. 88

Ultimately, the proposal was approved by Congress, but because they were fearful of the
long-term social implications of armed and liberated slaves, and the political
ramifications of the national government dictating something as sensitive as limited
emancipation to the states, they left a huge loophole. This loophole required the measure
to pass the individual state assemblies before being adopted. The planter dominated
assemblies of South Carolina and Georgia reacted predictably. According to Dr. David
Ramsey, the measure was received “with horror” by the South Carolina Assembly. 89
Christopher Gadsden stated the assembly considered the measure “with great
resentment…as a dangerous and impolitic step.” One Carolinian in the state assembly
relayed that “he was much alarmed” by the “subject of arming blacks” and stated he
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believed only a dozen assemblymen were for it and a hundred opposed. 90 The state
ratification clause doomed the plan and denied a valuable resource that could have given
the Patriot cause much needed manpower and a moral advantage to their cause.
John Laurens, frustrated at the defeat of his plan stated, “the voice of reason was
drowned out by the howlings of a triple-headed monster, in which prejudice, avarice, and
pusillanimity were united.” George Washington, upon hearing of the failure of the plan
in South Carolina, wrote to John Laurens stating,
I must confess that I am not at all astonished at the failure of your plan.
That spirit of freedom, which at the commencement of the contest, would
have gladly sacrificed every thing to the attainment of this object, has long
since subsided, and every selfish passion has taken its place. It is not the
public but private interest which influences the generality of mankind; nor
can the Americans any longer boast an exception. Under these
circumstances, it would rather have been surprising if you had succeeded;
nor will you, I fear, have better success in Georgia. 91

The southern colonies, in attempting to meet recruitment quotas to keep an effective army
in the field, backed even further away from the idea of emancipation of slaves by actually
offering a slave as an enlistment bonus to potential white troops. 92 True, the colonies
were facing shattered economies where paper money was practically worthless and had
no other way of paying enlistment bonuses, yet it is indicative of the radical measures
they were willing to consider to reinforce slavery when arming slaves and freeing them
for their war service remained out of the question. James Madison dryly noted, “Would
it not be as well to liberate and make soldiers at once of the blacks themselves as to make
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them instruments for enlisting white soldiers?” That would be, he argued, “more
consonant to the principles of liberty which ought never be lost sight of in a contest for
liberty.” 93 The experience of war and the contest for liberty and freedom in the southern
colonies put Britain and the Americans on different paths concerning emancipation.
In the wake of the American Revolution, Britain began steady progress toward the
abolition of slavery. Thanks in no small part to the actions of the slaves themselves
during the war, the emancipation debate continued to shift more and more to the favor of
the abolitionists so that by 1792, the House of Commons passed the first law banning the
African slave trade. Even though the measure was ultimately voted down by the planter
controlled House of Lords, this vote had enormous support from the people of Britain,
and combined with other events like the Somerset case, public opinion clearly shifted
during the war toward the abolition of slavery. 94 In addition to the political and social
changes brought on by the war, the military of Britain saw changes as well. Because
military leaders had been so impressed with the service provided by African slaves, it
relied on black army veterans of the South Carolina Corps after the war to establish the
West Indian Regiments in the Caribbean. Considered the largest “European slave army
in the Americas”, it boasted twelve full regiments by 1798. 95 Paradoxically, the Africans
were so suited to their role in the Caribbean that Britain actually expanded slavery in the
short term, to keep its West Indian Regiments at full strength. However, the increased
training and status given to blacks because of their military service meant they were on
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an equal footing with whites in areas of pay, religion, and education in regimental
schools. The reality of black soldiers and non-commissioned officers moving freely,
interacting and in many cases giving orders to whites within the context of a larger slave
society had a revolutionary effect on the status and traditional subordination of blacks.
Paramount to the impact these regiments had to the undermining of slavery was that all
West Indian soldiers were emancipated by act of Parliament in 1807. This fact,
combined with the abolition of the British slave trade in 1807, demonstrates the impact
African slaves, serving as competent soldiers, had on helping shape the debate and
advancing the cause of their own freedom. 96
The southern American colonies in contrast, alarmed because the war had come
so close to destroying the foundations of its society, became an even more entrenched
slave society. Over the next several decades, the culture of the southern states would
develop into a stratified society and use a rather strained logic to justify slavery’s
continued existence. In effect, slave owners argued, keeping a large population of
potentially dangerous workers in slavery enabled liberty to exist and flourish. Thomas
Jefferson stated that free laborers without jobs, a condition which naturally comes about
because of the cyclic “boom and bust” effect of a manufacturing economy, become
dependant and in their dependence lies danger. “Dependence,” he argued “begets
subservience and venality, suffocates the germ of virtue, and prepares fit tools for the
designs of ambition.” These “tools” became “instruments by which the liberties of a
country are generally overturned.” 97 Slave owner James Henry Hammond of South
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Carolina voiced similar rhetoric in the debates preceding the Civil War. “In all
societies,” he argued, “there must be a class to do the menial duties…It constitutes the
very mudsill of society…. Such a class you must have, or you would not have that other
class which leads progress, civilization and refinement…. 98 This mindset continued in
the Southern states until in middle of the nineteenth century and required yet another war
to bring full emancipation to America.
War, by nature, profoundly disrupts society but it can also serve as a catalyst for
social, political and military change. In many cases, warfare forces a society to
reexamine itself and determine what fundamental beliefs define it and what institutions it
holds most dear. The beliefs and institutions that remain, stripped of all pretension and
rhetoric, reveal a society’s true foundation. The American Revolution provided such an
opportunity for self-examination to the British and their colonists as they reassessed the
boundaries of slavery and freedom, for themselves and their black slaves. What
Americans revealed was that, despite their rhetoric, the claims of “all men are created
equal” were really only meant for a few inhabitants in North America. There was a brief
window open to them in the aftermath of the war to truly bring revolutionary change to
the New World but John Laurens was correct that “prejudice, avarice and pusillanimity”
ended any such hope. The British, by arming and freeing slaves in the course of trying to
win a war, would bring far-reaching changes to the institution of slavery by allowing an
opportunity for black competence and courage to be displayed on a world stage. Once
that occurred, it was only a matter of time before slavery in the British Empire was
doomed. Once again, however, it would be up to the slaves and free blacks themselves to
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push the boundaries of black independence in this new era. One man, who embodied this
new independence, would lead some slaves freed by the British on an odyssey that would
eventually lead him and his followers back to Africa. That man was Thomas Peters.

Chapter III
“When our ancestors turned their backs on Thomas Peters we were cursed.” The
renowned Sierra Leonean poet, Syl Cheney-Coker, has written multiple books and poems
aimed at comprehending and confronting the perpetual bloodshed and turmoil that has
plagued his country for 200 years. In this quote, Coker concludes that his country’s
founding had a simple but tragic genesis. The dream of creating a self-governing black
paradise in Sierra Leone ended when the original settlers chose to remain dependent on
Great Britain and the ephemeral charity of white men and abandon the principles of
freedom and self-determination espoused by Thomas Peters, one of the leaders of the
country’s early settlement. By rejecting Peters, the early settlers of Sierra Leone
eventually became pawns in the imperial aspirations of a European power that was
beginning to covet the untapped wealth of the African continent. This fateful choice had
far-reaching consequences and dictated the chaotic path the country would follow. 99
Who was Thomas Peters and why does Coker believe he represents the
embodiment of black independence and dignity in opposition to white colonial
paternalism? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to examine the powerful,
defiant character of Peters, and how the American Revolution dictated the course his life
would follow. These factors, plus his natural leadership, help to place him in a key role
in the establishment of Freetown, Sierra Leone, on the west coast of Africa. Thomas
Peters’ remarkable life and his personal struggle for freedom, is a microcosm that offers a
clearer portrait of the black Loyalists struggle for freedom from oppression and even well
intentioned white control.
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Thomas Peters’ early life can be pieced together from bits of mundane legal
information, such as bills of sale, typical of the institution of slavery. From this scant
information, one central theme emerges that defines the intrepid persona of this man.
Thomas Peters was never truly a slave. Born an Egbe prince, 100 he was captured in 1760
by African slave traders in what is today Nigeria, and brought to Louisiana in shackles
onboard the French slave ship, Henri Quatre, but he was not a slave. His bearing was
that of dignity and authority, and he instantly ascended to a leadership role in whatever
group he found himself. Because of his proud unyielding demeanor and his constant
attempted runaway, he was whipped, branded and placed in heavy leg shackles. He was
sold twice before becoming the property of William Campbell in Wilmington, North
Carolina, where he worked as a millwright. In the mid-1770s, Wilmington was a hotbed
of Patriot activity and Peters’ owner, William Campbell, was the vocal leader of the local
Sons of Liberty. With the continuous talk of freedom from tyranny and the natural rights
of all men, it was a foregone conclusion that a man of Peters’ fierce determination was
spurred to decisive action during this rebellious climate. In March 1776, when twenty
British warships sailed up the Cape Fear River to Wilmington, Peters seized the initiative
and ran away from slavery to the shelter and promise of freedom within the British lines.
He was immediately sworn into a new company of engineers called the Black Pioneers.
Peters saw significant action during the war, was wounded twice, and was one of only
three blacks promoted to the rank of Sergeant in the Black Pioneers. The end of the war
found him, his wife and two children, in New York City, huddled with other ex-slaves
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awaiting evacuation by the British. 101 One fact is certain, in allying and fighting with the
British, Peters, along with the other black Loyalists, believed he was not simply escaping
from slavery in America, he was embarking on a new life of freedom and independence
as a loyal subject of the British Crown. 102
The evacuation of the black Loyalists from New York and their re-settlement in
Nova Scotia is illustrative of the developing disparity between the noble intentions of
many British reformers and the reality of war, latent racism, expediency, logistics and the
absence of a long-term policy concerning the future of the black Loyalists. The British
colony of Nova Scotia became the initial depository of the black Loyalists, not because of
the suitability of its climate or the availability of arable land, but because it was in close
proximity to New York and sparsely settled. 103 The Loyalists were promised free
passage and provisions for one year as well as 100 acres of land for every civilian
household head and 50 acres for each family member. 104 A distinction was made
between former slaves, such as Peters, who had faithfully served in the British Army and
slaves who had simply fled to the British lines in the waning moments of the war seeking
shelter from their masters. Many of these slaves were also evacuated but not promised
land grants in Nova Scotia as were the actual veterans and their families.
They began their journey north to Nova Scotia in November 1783, as early winter
was beginning to blow across wind-swept eastern Canada. General Sir Guy Carleton,
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friend to the black Loyalists and in charge of the British evacuation from New York after
the Revolution, gave orders to ship what supplies were available to aid the Loyalists
heading for Nova Scotia, but by this stage of the evacuation, supplies of any kind were
scarce. Furthermore, once Carleton departed for England, no officer or administrator
remained to ensure the task was completed. 105 As a result, the new colonists faced a
cold, unfamiliar climate with few supplies as well as a cold reception from the local
population.
Although Nova Scotia seemed to be a convenient and expedient location for Great
Britain to deposit the black Loyalists, the reluctant welcome of the inhabitants, along
with the climate, ensured that the relocation would be difficult at best. The Governor of
Nova Scotia, John Parr, was totally unprepared to accommodate the military promise of
land grants or to distribute the food that the 30,000 new Loyalist refugees (3,000 of
which were black) required. The total population of Nova Scotia prior to the arrival of
the Loyalists was only 10,000 inhabitants and now Governor Parr and his tiny
administrative staff were responsible for three times their number all seeking grants,
surveys and the immediate delivery of their promised land. 106 Governor Parr responded
slowly and methodically to the requests for land and when he finally managed to begin
fulfilling requests, he utilized a cumbersome system of land distribution that apportioned
land according to the amount of property lost by all Loyalists, white and black. Because
most of the white Loyalists had been large property holders in the United States, their
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claims were settled first and usually with the choicest tracts. 107 The black Loyalists lucky
enough to receive any land wound up with the most undesirable tracts many of which
were un-tillable due to their rocky or swampy nature. This situation led them, in many
cases, to accept low wage labor agreements in order to feed their families. This escalated
racial tensions among the local inhabitants and increased hostility towards the new black
residents because they were undercutting white wage labor. The black Loyalists also
found themselves disproportionately forced to provide labor for public works. If they
resisted such service, they found their rations of food withheld for non-compliance. 108
Another source of anger arose from an attempt by the government of Nova Scotia to
collect a quitrent on the land granted to the Loyalists. This annual payment engendered
hostility because its origins were Medieval and reminded settlers of the tribute paid to a
lord by peasants. The issue was contentious enough for Sir Guy Carleton to petition the
government on behalf of the colonists. He stated,
Quit Rents will, in all cases, sooner or later become a source of popular
disquiet in this Country: They will never, for any considerable length of
time, or to any great amount, be either willingly paid or faithfully
collected…. They will be considered by the people, not like taxes levied
from time to time with the free consent of their own representatives, but as
a perpetual tribute exacted by the Crown, and at least as a proof that they
are tenants only and not Proprietors of the lands they possess. 109

The conditions the black Loyalists found in Nova Scotia convinced them that although
they were now free, every attempt would be made to keep them in a state very similar to
slavery. Men such as Thomas Peters must have intuitively understood that if the black
Loyalists were to be truly free and self-sufficient it would take a determined and
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continual effort on their part to see that British promises concerning land grants were
kept.
The situation in Nova Scotia typifies the relationship between Great Britain and
the black Loyalists that would repeat itself frequently over the coming decades. In the
eyes of the black Loyalists, freedom and independence were always predicated on land
ownership. Clearly, they were unhappy and rightfully disappointed with their condition
in Nova Scotia. Just as clearly, there were British officials concerned with their wellbeing and intent on honoring British promises of land, but these leaders were hindered by
the realities of a poor, cumbersome and reluctant local administration. Throughout their
tragic struggle, the issue of obtaining private land grants, for themselves and their
families, lay at the heart of the black Loyalist expectation of reward for their British
service during the war. All of the misunderstanding, disappointment and bitterness that
plagued the relationship between Thomas Peters, the black Loyalists and the British can
be traced back to the controversy surrounding the promised land grants and the freedom
and independence that they implied.
Because of his character and status in the black community, Thomas Peters
naturally became a spokesman for the landless blacks in Nova Scotia. He was one of
many denied a land grant and he was quick to file a complaint with Governor Parr. He
stated, “When We first Inlisted & swore we was promised that we should have land &
provisions the same as the Rest of the Disbanded Soldiers, Which We have not
Receieved.” 110 His claim was still unfulfilled six years later when Peters, typically,
decided to take matters into his own hands.
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Thomas Peters now displayed the courage and determination that personified his
indomitable spirit. After collecting 200 signatures on a petition from disappointed blacks
in Nova Scotia requesting British promises made during the war be honored, Peters
boarded a ship bound for England.

There he would audaciously present his

understanding of the promise of British freedom and the expectations of the black
Loyalists in person to British Secretary of State William Grenville. 111
This action, placed in context, illustrates several important aspects, not only of
Peters’ personality, but the relationship between the black Loyalists and the British
government. At the time of Peters’ trip to England, almost all blacks in the new United
States were slaves with no legal rights whatsoever. Slavery still existed within the British
Empire in its most brutal form, Caribbean sugar production. Even free blacks in
England, many of them also refugees from the Revolutionary War, were severely limited
economically with many living as homeless vagrants in London and other large cities. 112
The thought of a former slave requesting anything from the British government during
this time-period, especially the fulfillment of promises made during a lost war, was
nothing short of extraordinary. This testifies not only to Thomas Peters’ amazing
character but also to the level of trust and expectation among the black Loyalists that the
British Crown would honor its promises to them.
Peters risked the potential of re-enslavement from unscrupulous ship captains who
could have sold him to any ship traveling back to the United States as he made his way
across the Atlantic for the second time in his life. 113 When he arrived in London, he
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looked up the old commander of the Black Pioneers, Captain George Martin, who gave
him a letter of introduction to General Henry Clinton. General Clinton had issued the
Philipsburg Proclamation, offering freedom to all slaves who joined British forces, prior
to beginning offensive operations in the southern theater of the Revolutionary War in
1779. Clinton was a military commander seeking advantage over the enemy, not an
abolitionist, but he showed special attention to the Black Pioneers during the course of
the war and even advised Captain Martin,

it is my direction that they are to be regularly supplied with Provisions and
to be decently clothed and that they are also to receive such pay as may
hereafter be determined…and further that, at the expiration of the present
Rebellion [they] shall be intitled (as far depends on me) to their freedomAnd from my knowledge of you I shall rely on you and desire that it may
be particularly recommended to the rest of the Officers to treat these
people with tenderness and humanity. 114

Peters correctly judged that any British officer who had used the words “tenderness and
humanity” in reference to the treatment of black Loyalists as General Clinton had done
would look sympathetically upon his mission, and have the influence to get him an
interview with people willing and able to help the black Loyalists. Clinton remembered
Peters specifically and stated in his letter of introduction to William Grenville, “…I
remember this man a very active Serjt. in a very usefull Corps.” 115 Soon after his meeting
with Clinton, Peters was made the acquaintance of the famous abolitionist Granville
Sharp and all of the other leaders of the abolitionist movement in London.
Peters could not have arrived in England at a more opportune time. Granville
Sharp and the abolitionists were still reeling from the news that the “Province of
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Freedom,” as they called their experimental black utopian settlement on the west coast of
Africa, had been totally destroyed by native tribesmen. Not only had the settlement,
called Granville Town in Sharp’s honor, been burned but several of the inhabitants had
actually gone over to Bunce Island upstream from the settlement and had themselves
become slave traders. 116 Sharp had managed to create the black colony with personal
funds and money donated from like-minded philanthropists in order to relieve the
condition of the homeless “black poor” in London. Many of these unfortunates were
former slaves freed during the Revolutionary War who had chosen England as their home
instead of Nova Scotia. Like the Nova Scotia settlers, they too had found freedom,
without an opportunity to make a living, a mixed blessing. Sharp had recruited nearly
600 of these poor blacks for settlement in Sierra Leone with the promise of land grants
and self-rule. Sharp even envisioned this self-governing utopia adopting Frankpledge, 117
believed by him to be the most perfect form of self-government ever devised. 118
The specific reasons for the disaster are relayed in the letters of Ana Maria Falconbridge,
wife of Alexander Falconbridge, a surgeon employed by the St. George’s Bay Company
(predecessor of the Sierra Leone Company) to head a relief expedition to the Province of
Freedom. She states that upon arriving at Granville Town, her husband was informed by
a native that only 30-40 people had survived from the 459 black and white settlers that
had arrived almost a year earlier. She states the native reported that
116
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They arrived here at the wrong time of the year. They was suppose to
come in the fall-that’s the beginning of the growing season here-but were
delayed for weeks. They didn’t leave until February, got here in May.
That ain’t the right time for planting because the big rains begin then.
They couldn’t plant gardens. They had no adequate shelter to keep them
dry. Capt’n Thompson give them old canvas, but the winds and rain
flattened all the tents they made. What food they had molded and rotted in
the heat. A lot of them got sick and died. 119

The native continued with his tale of misery to the astonished Falconbridge.
And you know, Sir, the slave traders didn’t much like them being there,
watching their ships sailing by. They spread all kinds of rumors among
the Africans. The slave agent at Bunce Island offered arms to the local
chiefs to oppose the settlement. A showdown came after five Granville
Town settlers robbed the store of the slave factory on Bunce Island. They
was arrested and turned over to the Bunce Island factor to stand trial.
Their sentence was banishment, and the factor promptly sold them to a
French slaver leavin’ for the West Indies. 120

He ended his story with the reaction of the local tribesmen to the settlers,
And then King Tom died, King Jemmy-his village is a little further along
the shore-was already mad at English ship captains-claiming they stole
things from him. Now he could get even. He announced that King
Tombo’s treaty with the English was no longer valid. He sent a messenger
to Granville Town. ‘You got three days to remove yourself to safety.’
Then his warboys attacked Granville Town, what little there was left of it.
The settlers fled up the river. 121
Alexander Falconbridge set about mollifying the native leaders with endless gifts and
strong drink in order to pave the way for a resettlement of the abandoned village.
Granville Town had been the culmination of a life’s work dedicated toward the
abolition of slavery in Great Britain and Granville Sharp remained resolute to not give up
on his dream because of a setback, even one as devastating as this. Reflecting on all of
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the disappointments of his initial effort, one fact became inescapable to Sharp, he needed
a strong leader and hardy colonists for any future endeavor in Sierra Leone. When
Granville Sharp met Thomas Peters and beheld his powerful frame and fierce
determination, he recognized the new leader he needed.
Peters’ petition to Secretary of State William W. Grenville, edited by Sharp,
outlined the general conditions of the black Loyalists in Nova Scotia and detailed the
government’s failure to provide the promised land grants. He began by reminding
Grenville of the faithful service of himself and the other Black Pioneers and the British
promise of land and provisions to disbanded soldiers. He stated,
That your Memorialist and the other Black Pioneers, having served in
North America as aforesaid, for the space of seven years and upwards
during the late war, afterwards went to Nova Scotia, under the promise of
obtaining the usual Grants of land and provisions. 122

He then specifies the failures of the officials in Nova Scotia to provide the promised land
grants,
That notwithstanding they have made repeated applications to all persons
in that country whom they conceived likely to put them into possession of
their due allotments the said Pioneers, with their wives and
children…having not yet obtained their allotments of land, except one
Single acre each for a Town lot and though a further proportion of 20
acres each private man, viz (a fifth part of the allowance of land that is due
to them) is actually laid out and located for them…was afterwards taken
from them on the pretence that it had been included in some former Grant
and they have never yet obtained other lands in liew thereof and remain
destitute and helpless…. 123
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After several paragraphs of similar complaints, Thomas concludes his petition with a
statement that illustrates his understanding that the black Loyalists were free and equal
citizens under the protection of the British Crown. He states,
That some part however of the said Black people are earnestly desirous of
obtaining their due allotment of land and remaining in America, but others
are ready and willing to go wherever the wisdom of Government may
think proper to provide for them as free subjects of the British Empire. 124

Peters’ petition received a favorable hearing and he returned to Nova Scotia with
John Clarkson, a naval officer and brother to Thomas Clarkson, one of the leading
abolitionists in England. Clarkson was to assist Peters in presenting the British Crown’s
three options for amelioration of the black Loyalist’s condition. Clarkson and Peters
presented the options to the colonists in a series of meetings well attended by the landless
and anxious blacks. Clarkson states,
I began by telling them that the consequence of the Memorial of Thos.
Peters in their behalf, His Majesty in consideration of their services had
made them three offers which each individual was at liberty to accept or
reject as he thought proper, wishing them to adopt that which they
imagined would be most conducive to their happiness- 125

The first option called for the Nova Scotia government to grant the full portion of the
promised land to the black Loyalists “immediately…and in a situation so advantageous
that it might make them some atonement for the delay.” The second option was “the
liberty of enlisting as soldiers to serve only in the West Indies.” The third option was to
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leave Nova Scotia and become colonists in the “free Settlement upon the river Sierra
Leone on the Coast of Africa….” 126
The enthusiasm for migrating to Sierra Leone was unbridled despite Clarkson’s
efforts to explain the potential hardships the venture entailed. Clarkson cautioned,
“…not to suffer themselves to be led away on the one hand by exaggerated accounts of
the fertility of the land…” and that if “they were not determined to work and be
industrious they would all probably starve….” 127 Despite these warnings, Clarkson notes,
Upon the conclusion of my discourse which notwithstanding all
remonstrance to the contrary had been frequently interrupted by the
plaudits which burst forth from these poor creatures, they assured me they
were unanimous in the desire for embarking for Africa…[even] though
disease and death were the consequence. 128
When Peters left London, the abolitionists had predicted roughly 200 blacks would
choose to go to Sierra Leone. After Peters and Clarkson delivered the Crown’s options,
over 1,190 signed up for transport to Sierra Leone. 129 There can be no stronger statement
as to the dissatisfaction of the black Loyalists in Nova Scotia and to their continued hope
that their promised land would be granted.
During Peters and Clarkson’s mission to Nova Scotia, an important transition in
leadership occurred. Thomas Peters fully expected to be the leader of the proposed
expedition to Sierra Leone. His personal initiative in bringing the plight of the black
Loyalists to the attention of the British government, his standing in the black community
of Nova Scotia and his early commitment to the Sierra Leone venture he believed
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guaranteed him a leadership role in the new settlement. 130 It was John Clarkson,
however, who became the appointed leader of the expedition to Sierra Leone. The
reasons for Clarkson’s appointment testify to the complex nature of political currents
surrounding the abolition movement in England and the duplicity in which the
abolitionists viewed Thomas Peters. The abolitionists praised the initiative and courage
of Peters and used him to bolster their political arguments concerning black independence
while simultaneously refusing to see him as more than a useful servant of white leaders.
This fact illustrates the fundamental racial paternalism that existed even among wellmeaning abolitionists and accounts for Clarkson’s appointment and the limited role that
Peters was assigned in the new settlement.
For Granville Sharp and the abolitionists concerned with the Sierra Leone
venture, several critical problems stood in the way of establishing any new black
settlement. First, the failure of Granville Town exposed the difficulties of establishing a
free black settlement almost within sight of the busy slave castle at Bunce Island. The
original site chosen for “The Province of Freedom” was based on the wildly exaggerated
claims of Henry Smeathman, a marginal naturalist with a knack for personal
aggrandizement. Smeathman, who had recently returned from a specimen collecting trip
to Sierra Leone, conveniently de-emphasized the deadly malarial climate and thriving
slave market at Bunce Island while he extolled the fertile soil and rich flora and fauna.
The “superiority of free agriculture over slavery” he naively predicted would guarantee
the success of the venture. 131 Second, the relationship with the local tribes needed
mending and a more thorough understanding of the local customs concerning land
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ownership would have to be adopted. The original “purchase” of 400 square miles for
Granville Town and the Province of Freedom, was seen by the local Temne ruler, King
Tom, as no more than a lease that must be repeated annually or whenever King Tom
determined another installment should be paid. Moreover, King Tom was not the final
authority when it came to dealing with Europeans for he was merely a provincial ruler
and subject to the authority of Naimbana the regional ruler. 132 This misunderstanding
helped fuel the distrust among both parties ultimately leading to Granville Town’s
destruction. However, of the many problems facing any new settlement, proper funding
appeared the greatest absolute.
Granville Sharp had exhausted his personal funds in the previous failed venture
and needed financial support for a new settlement. The British government, generally
sympathetic to the abolitionists, was now under serious pressure from the West Indian
sugar and slave lobbies who argued against abolition and weakening the Empire in the
face of a growing military threat from France. Sharp and the abolitionists could expect
no help from the Crown at this time. This problem loomed large, because without
financial support, any discussion of continuing the new settlement in Sierra Leone was
simply wishful thinking. Sharp also harbored concerns about the self-sufficiency of a
new settlement based solely on agriculture because of the unpredictable weather the
Granville Town settlement had experienced. He now proposed the idea of allowing
commercial trade and investment in order to fund the new settlement. As the potential
financial opportunities of having a well-placed commercial venture on the coast of Africa
came into focus, a steady stream of investors lined up to offer the needed money.
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Granville Sharp was not opposed to allowing settlers other ways to make a living, so long
as strict safeguards were in place to guarantee freedom and self-sufficiency to the black
settlers. 133
These safeguards were immediately trampled in the mad dash of investors to take
advantage of a good financial opportunity. On June 6, 1791, at the same time Thomas
Peters and John Clarkson were promising land grants and freedom in Sierra Leone to
disgruntled black Loyalists in Nova Scotia, Parliament passed the incorporation of the
Sierra Leone Company. The company was composed of an all white eight-man board of
British directors to manage the new colony. Granville Sharp was replaced as chairman of
the Sierra Leone enterprise and businessman Henry Thornton took over control of the
venture with an eye toward maximizing profit for his investors. Sharp watched with
frustration as his great hope of creating an oasis of black freedom, governed by
Frankpledge, became just another base money making venture. 134
Thomas Peters, oblivious to the forces at work in England, left Halifax, Nova
Scotia on January 15, 1792, with 1,196 black Loyalists in a convoy of 15 ships. Angry
over the appointment of John Clarkson as the leader of the expedition, Peters issued
orders and organized people and supplies without consulting Clarkson. The
insubordination of Peters angered Clarkson who noted that during the departure “Peters
persisted in his obstinacy.” 135 Peters was determined that the Sierra Leone settlement
would not be a repeat of the injustices of Nova Scotia. The “obstinacy” noted by
Clarkson reflected the budding independence of Peters who had earned the respect of the
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black Loyalists by demonstrating the very determination and independence British
abolitionists claimed to champion.
Clearly, Clarkson and the abolitionists misunderstood the actions of Peters in the
enterprise. Clarkson states that Peters “…had been spoil’d in England.” 136 Apparently,
Clarkson believed that the praise Peters received in London was not because of the
courage he showed in undertaking such a dangerous mission on behalf of the black
Loyalists or in the eloquence that he presented his case. It was rather that he had been
caught up in the politics of the ongoing abolition debate and he had become a momentary
celebrity that allowed the fanfare to go to his head. The second statement, written in a
letter by the famous abolitionist William Wilberforce, cautioned John Clarkson to “Keep
a distance from Thomas Peters so as not to share any centure he may incur.” 137 The
delicate politics in England over the abolition of slavery necessitated the leaders of the
movement to adopt a measured, conservative approach calculated to rebut or reassure
critics of the ultimate result of their efforts. In this cautious political environment, a
strong-willed black man demanding concessions from the British government might be a
challenge to white authority and control. Furthermore, an independent and successful
free black colony in the shadow of Bunce Island was a direct threat to powerful West
Indian sugar lobby that still wielded enormous influence in Parliament. These facts
contributed to the abolitionists distancing themselves from Peters and acquiescing to
careful white control over Sierra Leone as it developed into a profitable business venture.
When the black Loyalists reached Sierra Leone, Thomas Peters led his contingent
ashore singing, “The day of Jubilee is come; return ye ransomed sinners home.” Having
136
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crossed the Atlantic four times, Peters hoped his dream of independence was now
becoming a reality. 138 On shore, he continued to ignore Clarkson’s appointment as head
of the expedition. Going over Clarkson’s head, he authored a letter directly to Henry
Dundas, Secretary of State for the Colonies in England, thanking him and the Crown for
delivering the black Loyalists to Sierra Leone. He stated, …we have a Grateful Sense of
His Majesty’s goodness in removing us. We shall always endeavor to form ourselves,
according to His Religion and Law’s and endeavor to instruct our Children in the
Same.” 139 Peters’ loyalty continued to be to King George III and the freedom promised
back in America years ago, not to any white agent, even those assisting in the settlement
effort. 140
Officially, the new colony was governed by the Board of Directors of the Sierra
Leone Company in England. This group was well represented by prominent abolitionists
and business leaders. On the ground in Sierra Leone, a group of eight appointed white
British councilors, with Clarkson at their head, saw to the day-to-day operations.

This

eclectic group of adventurers and “gentlemen” had equal power but no clear job
descriptions. They spent their days drinking, quarreling and countermanding the orders
of the other Councilors. Anna Maria Falconbridge paints a very disturbing image of the
stark incompetence of these men. She states,
It is a pity when making those appointments, they had not probed for
characters of worth and respectability, as success in any enterprise greatly
hinges on skillful, prudent conduct; qualities more especially requisite in
an undertaking like this, laboring under a load of enemies, who will no
doubt take advantage to blow the smallest spark of mal-conduct into a
flame of error….Perhaps the Directors image they were particularly
138
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circumspect in their choice of representatives; if so, they were grossly
deceived, for never were characters worse adapted to manage any purpose
of magnitude than some whom they have nominated. Are men of little
worth and much insignificance fit to be guardians and stewards of the
immense property required for erecting the fabric of a new Colony? 141

Falconbridge continues her denouncement of the Councilors by claiming they were
Men whose heads were too shallow to support a little vicissitude and
unexpected immaginary aggrandizement, whose weak minds delude them
with the wrong notions of their nominal rank, and whose whole time is
occupied with contemplating their fancied consequence in place of
attending to the real and interesting designs of their mission…. 142

Even more ridiculous to Falconbridge were the special company uniforms the Councilors
wore replete with yards of gold braid and cockaded hats. 143
The ineptitude of the Councilors was complicated by the violent weather and
storms and the fact that no land had been cleared or surveyed for the paramount land
grants that had been promised. This was particularly onerous to the black Loyalists who
were exhausted from their trip and crestfallen that only un-cleared jungle lay before them
instead of the tidy streets and cottages they had been promised. Falconbridge explains
that the surveyor hired to survey and clear the land had remained onboard his vessel
anchored in the harbor for weeks because he fancied himself “of too much consequence
to attend to the servile duty of surveying, notwithstanding he is paid for it.” 144 Once
again, promises gave way to disappointment and the black Loyalists would again have to
take matters into their own hands. They began clearing the forest and a making a path to
a great cotton-silk tree that would serve as a central meeting place.
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The settlers were now informed by the Councilors that quitrents were to be
charged on granted property by the Sierra Leone Company in an effort to begin the
revenue flow to investors. In Nova Scotia, John Clarkson had specifically promised no
quitrents were to be paid by the colonists in Sierra Leone. 145 Many of the black
Loyalists, weary of years of unfulfilled promises, were now seething with discontent. It
was not long before 132 colonists signed a petition demanding Thomas Peters be named
Governor of the colony initiating an event known as the Easter Rebellion. 146
The climatic Easter Rebellion illustrates Peters’ growing insight into the disparity
between black Loyalist expectations and the new reality of the blatant mismanagement of
the colony of Sierra Leone. Peters’ bold actions leading up to the rebellion demonstrate
his understanding of the gravity of the situation. Inaction now would mean living forever
under the yoke of white paternalism in conditions no better than they had experienced in
Nova Scotia while simultaneously losing any freedom and self-respect the black
Loyalists had gained since their freedom. John Clarkson stated that a month before the
rebellion, “Thomas Peters called upon me this evening and made many complaints; he
was extremely violent and indiscreet in his conversation and seemed as if he were
desirous of alarming and disheartening the people…he…vexed me extremely.” 147 On
Easter Sunday April 8, 1792, Clarkson was warned by two colonists that “divisions and
fictions” were plotting to “elect Mr. Peters as their Governor and to petition the
Honorable Company at home for that purpose.” 148 Clarkson buckled on his sword and
had the bell rung summoning all of the people together under the great cotton-silk tree for
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a palaver. He angrily denounced Peters as a traitor and stated, “…either one or the other
of us would be hanged upon that Tree before the Palaver was settled….” He continued to
berate Peters and the whole assembly and reminded them of the “…many sacrifices I had
made and was daily making to promote their happiness.” He also reminded them of the
generosity of the Sierra Leone Company by stating they should recollect how much
money the company had already spent on them “although they were perfect strangers to
them.” He stated that the colonists should be grateful he rescued “them and their
posterity from the inevitable ruin which must take place if they suffered themselves to be
inflamed by such pernicious Councils.” He then challenged the people to choose
between himself and Peters. The colonists, guilt-ridden by Clarkson’s harangue, fatefully
sided with Clarkson. Not one colonist stood by Peters. 149
During the Easter Rebellion, Clarkson illustrated the exact white paternalism from
which Peters was attempting to rescue the colonists. Although he acted out of a true
concern for the colonists, Clarkson’s concern was derived from the conviction that blacks
needed a mentor to help educate them in order to bestow the gift of civilization upon
them. He stated he felt the black Loyalists would one day “…fully come up to the
Character I have invariably given them….” 150 He also stated that Thomas Peters had
given the colonists “strange notions…as to their civil rights.” 151 Peters’ actions might
have seemed “strange” to the paternalistic Clarkson, but they indicate he understood that
true freedom and independence for the black Loyalists came from self-reliance and hard
work, not as a gift from paternal whites. Peters, like most of the black Loyalists, merely
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wanted the land grants they had been promised, the rights and freedom that was their due
as loyal British citizens, and the ability to work their land in peace.
Thomas Peters was not hanged but was discredited and ostracized. He was
actually further discredited soon afterward by being convicted by a jury for stealing some
personal property from a colonist named John Salter who Peters claimed owed him
money from an agreement in Nova Scotia. Discredited, heartsick and alone, Thomas
Peters died. His wife wrote a letter to John Clarkson requesting some additional items for
his funeral. She wrote,
This is to beg the favor of you to let me have a Gallon of Wine One
Gallon of Porter, & ½ Gallon of Rum 2 lbs. Candles 5 Yards of White
Linen. My husband is dead and I am in great distress. I apply for the
above things. my Children is all sick. My distress is not to be equaled. I
remain afflicted Sarah Peters. 152

With Peters’ death, the colonists lost the man who most clearly embodied black
independence and offered the best chance to lead the Black Loyalists to true freedom.
The tragedy of Thomas Peters and the black Loyalists was that the paternalistic
Sierra Leone Company, with its abolitionist supporters, actually worked against their
eventual independence. Although Great Britain held an affectionate place in the hearts
of the black Loyalists because it had affected original deliverance from slavery, the
unfulfilled promises of land grants created a dependency and a false hope that it would
one day bestow true freedom and independence to them. By looking toward white
philanthropists for deliverance instead of relying on men like Thomas Peters, the black
Loyalists fell into the trap of relying on the promises of others rather than trusting their
own ability. This reliance stifled the innate talents within its population and set the stage
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for a perpetually dependent colony subject to the exploitation of unscrupulous white
leaders. Thomas Peters embodied the fierce determination and self-reliance it required to
break this cycle. Unfortunately, as Syl Cheney-Coker’s quote would conclude, the
fateful decision of the black Loyalists during the Easter Rebellion insured Sierra Leone a
tragic and dependent destiny.

Conclusion
Ultimately, the experience of the black Loyalists during and immediately after the
American Revolution teaches several important lessons concerning the African slave’s
struggle for freedom and independence. First, there was recognition among all parties in
the revolution that there was a deep yearning to be free present in the hearts of African
slaves. Moreover, the slaves demonstrated they were willing to act on this desire and risk
everything by running away and taking up arms against their oppressors. This desire by
the slaves to resist slavery bore an embarrassing similarity to arguments put forth by
Patriots who claimed that resistance to tyranny equaled freedom from slavery to the
British Crown. White Americans, raised on the rhetoric and revolutionary symbolism of
the Enlightenment, viewed the role of the volunteer soldier in American society as an
honored position and the embodiment of the test between being free or a slave. A true
patriot, the story goes, always fought against tyranny in any form and the absence of the
will to fight against tyranny was slavery. 153 The vocal American patriot Patrick Henry
stated, “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains, and
slavery” 154 Likewise, Federalist Josiah Quincy of Massachusetts warned Americans of
impending slavery to the British during the War of 1812, if we failed to resist British
aggression by stating,
If the people of the commonwealth of Massachusetts shall ever become
slaves, it will be from choice and not from nature; it will be not because
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they have not the power to maintain their freedom, but because they are
unworthy of it. 155
The acknowledgement that slaves were willing to risk their lives for freedom was a basic
admission of a slave’s equality and humanity. This is significant because for decades
after the war, Americans and even British sugar planters would seek ways to justify
slavery by explaining that Africans possessed none of the same desires and feelings as
humans and were therefore born to be slaves. This obvious discrepancy forced slave
owners to construct elaborate rationalizations to convince themselves that their slaves
were docile, happy and content in their position. The courage, industry and desire to be
free demonstrated during the war by slaves forced slave owners to acknowledge the fact
of black equality by their own definition. This acknowledgement is one of the cracks in
the foundations of slavery that would lead to its eventual dismantling in Britain and
America.
Second, the slave’s active expression of their desire to be free played a critical
role in forcing the British and Americans to consider their participation. The constant
threat they posed by running away to the British forced the American military to adjust
their war policy to include troops to stay home to guard against slave revolt. This
weakened their overall ability to keep an effective force in the field. Had the war
continued this weakness might have been exploited more fully by the British. It also
determined the British strategy to move their military forces south to take advantage of
the large slave presence. Indeed had they considered the potential slave contribution
more seriously, instead of relying on the white loyalists for support in the southern
theatre, the conclusion of the war would have been dramatically altered. As
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demonstrated by the action around Savannah, the slaves, even when only marginally
used, offered great assistance. The competent service of slaves during the American
Revolution had a long-term impact in the British Army by contributing to the creation of
the British West Indian regiments. These regiments further weakened slavery by
showing black competence on a daily basis within the context of a larger slave society
based on the doctrine of black inferiority. This contradiction helped speed slavery’s
extinction by accelerating the pace of gradual emancipation already at work in the British
Empire.
Third, the experience of the black Loyalists after the war is indicative of the larger
societal obstacles facing free blacks searching for freedom and equality in the dawning
imperial world. The treatment of free blacks by the British after the war shows the
practical limits of emancipation efforts and good will toward blacks. Abolitionists and
some British military officers celebrated the achievement of affecting freedom for the
black Loyalists and hoped they would be able to exist as free and independent farmers on
land granted by the British Crown. The resources, effort and their continued concern for
the black Loyalists years after the war demonstrate that many British government
officials and philanthropists sought equal citizenship for them. However, ingrained
paternalism, even among the most strident abolitionists, coupled with the need for
industrious laborers to facilitate colonialism in Africa hindered the black Loyalists’
independence from white control. The British government’s handling of the Sierra Leone
colony reflected an evolving understanding that new African colonies had the potential to
maintain Britain’s economic and military status and would eventually replace the wealth
lost by emancipation of slaves in the Caribbean. The Sierra Leone Company’s investors,
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a microcosm of British imperial aspirations, did not see their money as merely going to
create an independent black state made up of subsistence farmers but a bustling colony
paying big dividends to investors.
For the slaves like Thomas Peters who resisted slavery and white control in the
American Revolution, their efforts were not completely unrewarded. By acting on their
desire to be free, the slaves accelerated the cause of emancipation in Britain and
throughout the Atlantic world. Although the black Loyalists in Sierra Leone did not
receive the total independence Thomas Peters had sought for them, they were still free
from slavery and better off than the millions of slaves and free blacks who remained in
the Americas. Their efforts helped begin the incremental dismantling of the slave
system in the Atlantic world and even with the paternalism and control exerted by
Britain, few black Loyalists would have chosen to return to the Americas or to bondage.
For those honest and open to the vision, Thomas Peters’ and the multitudes of
nameless slaves struggling against true slavery and oppression during the Revolutionary
War, represent a truer embodiment of the famous words crafted by Thomas Jefferson in
the Declaration of Independence,
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.
Their actions during this period give stronger meaning to these words and make the
rhetorical economic slavery denounced by American patriots ring hollow. Because of
their example, Thomas Peters and the black Loyalists should be added to the timeless list
of great peoples who resisted tyranny in any era.
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